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Inventory company pain points
The results of not having a focused customer reference function are visible in 

many departments: sales, marketing, PR, AR, IR, social media, executive, RFP, 

digital, etc. Interview your peers, survey sales, and compile as complete  

a list as possible. Include any fresh incidents (e.g., deal lost, couldn’t find  

a compelling reference) that clearly show the need for a program.

Pain Points

•
•
•
•
•

Company Goal / Program Alignment

•
•
•
•
•

Important Program Metrics

•
•
•
•
•

Hard-to-Quantify Benefits

•
•
•
•
•

Align with company growth goals
Many company goals, such as entering new markets or launching new products 

or partnerships, rely, to some extent, on referenceable customers. Review top 

company goals—and those of the leader who won the budget—then connect 

the dots between a program and relevant goals. 

Articulate program metrics
Two of the biggest concerns of B2B buyers are wasting budget and losing 
internal credibility. The best way to address both is through assurances that the 
program’s impact is measurable through metrics such as revenue influenced, 
win-rates, cycle length, etc. Find out what metrics would be most meaningful to 
the decision maker for inclusion in your case.

Itemize hard-to-quantify benefits
Not all positive outcomes of a program can be measured, but they still  

bring great value. The inefficiency and associated delays of finding references, 

job satisfaction, brand perception, and even customer satisfaction all  

benefit. Collaborate with peers in stakeholder departments to identify  

all of these benefits. 

Building a Case for a Customer Reference Program
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Checklist



Leverage expert data
Credible third-parties, such as analysts, trade groups, and even vendors can 

provide valuable support of your case. When SiriusDecisions finds that 85% of 

B2B purchase decisions involve influence from a peer, that’s notable. 

Credible Statistics

•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder Departments
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder Department Managers Enlisted

•
•
•
•
•

Packaging/Proposal
All the work you put into building the case for a customer reference program won’t  matter if you don’t deliver it to the right audience and the right way.   

Ask yourself the following questions:

• Know your audience and how they like to consume information.

• What’s best for your situation, giving the decision maker(s) a) something to read, or b) making a live presentation?

• In either case, lead with the information most likely to get attention: company pain.

• Be sure to clearly illustrate how the program would contribute to company goals.

• For presentations: who are the key people to pull together in the room? Include influencers who many not have big titles.

• For presentations: Should you have some of your allies from stakeholder departments present?

Join forces
Build groundswell across stakeholder departments. If your peers start talking 

about the need with their managers, a veritable chorus can be heard in the 

C-Suite. This support may even include co-funding the program. Be sure to 

include the benefits to all relevant departments in your proposal.  

Enlist managers, coordinate peer influence
Don’t stop after getting your peers in other departments onboard, arrange 

discussions with the heads of those departments and ask them to express 

support to the manager with the budget. This often makes things happen faster 

and with less effort. 
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